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ABSTRACT 

 This paper serves to explore the background behind executive compensation 

packages as well as corporate social responsibility and specifically sustainability. After 

exploring the background behind these two areas of business, this paper examines the 

motivation behind each and identifies how companies have recently used sustainability 

metrics when designing compensation packages. Finally, this study serves to explore the 

strengths and shortcomings of using sustainability metrics while providing 

recommendations and insights on the approach companies should take when considering 

sustainability and its use in compensation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Executive compensation plans vary by more than just a dollar amount. They range 

from cash compensation packages to total compensation including stock options and 

other non-traditional privileges such as debt forgiveness. In addition, the stipulations and 

metrics that are utilized to determine levels of compensation within any of these plans are 

even more diversified. While programs may vary from firm to firm, general goals of 

executive compensation include producing positive shareholder wealth, maintaining good 

corporate governance by incentivizing value-added decisions and punishing mistakes or 

risky behavior, and providing benefits that will attract, motivate, and retain top talent in 

the workplace.    

As firms continue to explore the importance of accommodating all stakeholders as 

opposed to just shareholders, new metrics have been introduced to measure the way a 

company performs in addition to bottom line figures. One of these explorations addresses 

increased regulations over the years regarding the environment and how important 

stakeholders regard this factor when deciding whether or not a company is a worthwhile 

investment. With corporate social responsibility (CSR) and sustainability becoming 

increasingly important in the corporate workplace, studies have been conducted to see 

just what kind of impact they have on different areas of the firm.  Increasingly, 

shareholders look for trustworthy and socially responsible (SR) firms which explains the 

growing relevance of CSR in the corporate world. Furthermore, SR firms are more likely 

to have CEO turnover due to poor performance and do not typically see an increase of 

risky behavior due to stock options like their non-SR counterparts (Frye, 2006). These 

characteristics align with the goals of good corporate governance and risk aversion. 

Studies have also looked into how CSR can impact executive compensation plans, with 
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one study concluding that CEOs in SR firms receive significantly lower pay than those in 

non-SR firms. While lower pay proposes it could be tough to keep top talent, it 

demonstrates that those in “top management of the US socially responsible firms, on 

average, care more for their employees and have better self-control rather than follow the 

path of greed” (Cai, 2011).  

While different areas of CSR and the impact it has on firms have been explored 

more heavily in recent years, there is still significantly less attention on how adding CSR 

as a metric for executive compensation will affect a firm. This study seeks to use case 

studies on Intel, Xcel Energy and the Hershey Company in order to explore what kind of 

impact sustainability based compensation plans have on a firm’s ability to be socially 

responsible by analyzing the compensation plans of each and comparing both firms to a 

non-CSR based compensation package. Through these case studies, it can be concluded 

that while sustainability metrics can improve a company’s CSR performance, success is 

driven from the intrinsic value that these initiatives create for the company. Because the 

initiatives that the companies in the case studies adopt bring value to the company, the 

company is poised to perform better and attract investors. Due to the prospect of better 

performance, executives are motivated to ensure the success of these CSR projects. 

Adding CSR metrics in executive compensation packages simply enhance the speed and 

quality of these social responsibility projects. In order to be successful in CSR, the related 

projects must first be rooted in bringing long-term value for any given organization.  
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A Foundation of Executive Compensation Plans 

 

 While a hot topic among investors, upper level management, and finance scholars, 

executive compensation can often be vague and confusing to many. In order to fully 

understand the literature available regarding compensation, it is important to review the 

typical purpose, structure, and outcome of executive compensation plans.  

 

Purpose of Executive Compensation 

 

 Regardless of industry, firm structure, or company size, executive compensation 

serves to incentivize upper level management to make decisions and perform in 

accordance with the interests of shareholders in the areas of company strategy, decision-

making, and value creation. In addition, executive compensation serves as a method of 

executive retention. These plans tie rewards to performance in a number of areas from 

achieving short-term financial and strategic objectives to completing long-term value-

added goals (Chaudhri, 2003). While existing literature explores a variety of plans and 

has long debated which general objectives plans should be based on, pay-for-performance 

has been among the most common while plans tied to metrics such as corporate social 

responsibility, including sustainability, have been less common. In 2010, less than ten 

“published studies present[ed] empirical findings related to executive compensation and 

CSR” (Callan, 2010).  

 After looking at the composition of different programs offered by a variety of 

firms as stated on their websites and SEC Filings, it can be noted that the specific goals of 
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these plans vary from company to company and especially from industry to industry. For 

example, Prudential, a financial services firm, has programs in place that seek to reward 

executives based on their ability to meet earnings per share (EPS) targets, their ability to 

achieve long-term return on equity (ROE) goals, or increase the market value of their 

common stock. They are not the only firm to have programs and plans in place that 

reward company leaders through these specific metrics; however, a company like 

Microsoft, a provider of technology software and hardware, focuses their compensation 

on increasing revenue in specific product groups or on the release and success of newly 

introduced products in addition to some of the aforementioned metrics (Kostiuk, 1990). 

While there may be specific differences in what is measured, these are all influences of a 

company’s overall performance. Simply put, the better a company performs year over 

year, the more compensation an executive receives.  

 This paper seeks to explore plans that serve another purpose in addition to pure 

bottom line performance. In recent years, companies have explored other ways executive 

compensation can influence management to lead in line with stakeholder values, and 

many of the trending metrics are ones that serve to increase levels of CSR, such as 

sustainability.  

 

Structure and Characteristics of Compensation Plans 

 

 Once specific goals have been set for senior executives, compensation packages 

are developed by negotiation between executives and board members who represent 

internal and external shareholders. According to the Center on Executive Compensation, 

executive compensation has four distinct characteristics: 
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1. Pay Package Design – These arrangements consist of six components: salary, 

annual incentives, long-term incentives, benefits, perquisites and 

severance/change-in-control agreements. 

2. Equity Compensation – Compensation in the form of company stock. This 

form of compensation typically accounts for a majority of the pay package. 

3. Performance-Contingent Pay – The criteria a company must meet in order for 

an executive to qualify for compensation such as specific financial results or 

strategic objectives. This is typically determined by percentage amounts with 

a minimum balance that is not tied to the stated criteria.  

4. Vesting Schedules – Full ownership of the equity award is often attached to 

other conditions that require executives to comply with specific covenants.  

These qualities are key to making sure these packages offer an attractive incentive to 

executives while also holding conditions that will keep the integrity of the package’s 

purpose and provide positive results for a firm’s standing.  

 

The Effect of Compensation Plans 

 

 In best case scenarios, companies are able to achieve the aforementioned purposes 

and goals through their proposed compensation packages and programs offered to their 

executives. However, incentives are offered in order to achieve certain outlined goals 

because these objectives are not easily accomplished, with each contingency having its 

own set of obstacles and challenges. Therefore, the effectiveness of a compensation 

package is dependent on a measure of motivation. The plan must motivate an executive 
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to stay in a firm but it must also stimulate executives and encourage them to work to 

achieve the outlined goals (Chaudhri, 2003).  

 Several studies have analyzed what forms of compensation have proven to be the 

most effective. Mehran (1991) distinguished the importance of looking beyond just the 

level or amount of compensation that is being offered to executives, establishing that 

effectiveness can also increase or decrease depending on the type of compensation being 

offered to executives. In addition to distinguishing the importance of examining the form 

of compensation, Mehran recalls the works of Jensen and Murphy (1990) who concluded 

that equity-based compensation is more effective than cash-based compensation due to 

the increased ownership managers are rewarded with. While there are many literary 

conclusions that support Jensen and Murphy, it is noted that empirical evidence that such 

companies perform better is lacking. Regardless, a majority of compensation schemes 

offer equity rewards as the largest part of compensation package.  

 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

 

Executive compensation aside, it is important to explore the role of CSR in a firm 

and understand how companies practice CSR, why companies engage in CSR initiatives, 

and what kinds of initiatives currently exist. By understanding the role of CSR as a 

corporate initiative, one will understand why such initiatives would be included in a 

compensation package. While many studies cover the costs and effects of CSR on a firm, 

there are much fewer studies that tie CSR to executive compensation and whether or not 

such initiatives can produce meaningful and lasting results.  
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Corporate Social Responsibility Defined 

  

According to Archie B. Carroll from the University of Georgia, CSR has evolved 

greatly since its prominence primarily in the 20th century. Despite being a topic of 

discussion for centuries, the later evolutions of the concept are more relevant to this 

particular study of executive compensation (Carroll, 1999). One of the earliest definitions 

of CSR came from Howard R. Bowen’s book Social Responsibilities of the Businessman 

where Bowen wrote that CSR “refers to the obligations of businessmen to pursue those 

policies, to make those decisions, or to follow those lines of action which are desirable in 

terms of the objectives and values of our society” (Bowen, 1953). This recognized that 

the responsibilities of businessmen extended beyond the consequences of company 

performance as identified by their bottom line. They were responsible for the 

consequences of their actions on society. In the 1970s, the scope of CSR specifically 

addressed the importance of acknowledging and caring for stakeholders, most notably 

outlined by Harold Johnson (1971) who stated that “a socially responsible firm is one 

whose managerial staff balances a multiplicity of interests. Instead of striving only for 

larger profits for its stockholders, a responsible enterprise also takes into account 

employees, suppliers, dealers, local communities, and the nation.” The scope of CSR was 

expanded even further a decade later when Thomas M. Jones wrote that there were “two 

facets” of CSR. The first facet stated that “the obligation must be voluntarily adopted” 

free from the coercion of the law, and the second stated that the obligation “extend[ed] 

beyond the traditional duty to shareholders and to other societal groups such as 

customers, employees, suppliers, and neighboring communities” (Jones, 1980). By the 
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1990s, CSR grew not only as an area that more businesses considered seriously as a part 

of their operations and goals, but the definition itself was complex with companies 

operating under their own unique CSR terms. Carroll stated that there are four major CSR 

domains: economic, legal, ethical, and discretionary, and each domain relates to the three 

principles of “social legitimacy (institutional level), public responsibility (organizational 

level), and managerial discretion (individual level)” in different ways (Carroll, 1999). In 

addition, Carroll outlined that CSR is a pyramid with economic obligations at the base, 

followed by the other three domains. Overall, a CSR firm should strive to “make a profit, 

obey the law, be ethical, and be a good corporate citizen” (Carroll, 1991).  

 

Sustainability as a Function of CSR 

 

 While the terms “sustainability” and “CSR” have been increasingly used 

interchangeably, sustainability is better depicted as a function or branch of CSR because 

it is only one measure of how well the firm is supporting an external cause other than 

increasing their bottom line. The growth of recognition for sustainability as CSR is 

indicative of environmental responsibility’s increasing importance in the corporate space.  

 

Why Do Companies Participate in CSR 

 

 Much of the available literature considers the cost of CSR and seeks to identify if 

the costs outweigh the benefits (Konar, 2001). Because CSR is voluntary, it is important 

to explore why a firm would choose to bear these additional costs. In the last decade, 

there have been a slew of scandals and news stories regarding the irresponsibility and 

lack of care exhibited by various corporations. As such, many stakeholders have 
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identified CSR as an important element of corporate success. According to Keeble, 

Topiol, and Berkeley (2003), “investors are looking for evidence of good corporate 

governance, particularly sound business strategy and effective management of risk, 

customers are asking about the origins of products, employees are looking to work for 

companies that visibly account for their responsibilities to society and the environment, 

and governments and civil society are increasingly placing pressure on businesses to 

report on social and environmental performance.” Not only is CSR providing a 

competitive edge for corporations, it is becoming a norm and necessity of corporate 

culture. In fact, many studies consider CSR as a part of the inherent valuation of a firm.  

 

Types of CSR Initiatives 

 

 As mentioned, sustainability is one type of CSR initiative that is growing in 

relevance. However, sustainability is not the only type of initiative available to firms. 

Different industries value different ways to contribute to society, playing off their 

strengths and opportunities to not only improve and preserve society, but to appease and 

win over stakeholders. The list of ways to contribute is endless, and as such, this paper 

will focus on a broader overview in order to establish a good idea of how CSR initiatives 

can be embedded into compensation packages. To remain consistent with the definition 

of CSR, initiatives fall into four main categories: economic, legal, ethical, and 

philanthropic. Sustainability falls under the ethical domain. Other examples of ethical 

initiatives include paying fair wages or refusing to conduct business with firms who do 

not practice good CSR standards.  
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Economically, companies are faced with the same task corporations have always 

prioritized, and that is turning a profit for the shareholders. From a legal standpoint, 

companies have a duty to society to operate within the standards of regulation that can 

range anywhere from labor law to environmental and even criminal law. While both 

economic and legal obligations fall under CSR initiatives, and companies are able to 

highlight their great success in both areas, these are both domains that have become more 

or less standard practice and a necessity in order for a corporation to stay alive.  

Finally, philanthropic responsibilities offer a host of opportunities for a 

corporation to outshine competitors such as donating to community organizations valued 

by a company’s stakeholders or heading or partnering in projects that have a specific 

cause. Philanthropic contributions are a great way for a company to utilize its strengths to 

give back to a community or to demonstrate its ability to exhibit responsibility in areas 

that are touched upon by its respective industry.  

Because of the variety of CSR initiatives available to corporations, it becomes 

difficult to value a firm’s level of CSR and the impact created through such actions. 

Therefore, when considering the full effect of CSR on a firm in a comparable way, other 

factors of a firm must be effectively controlled in case studies, and an important 

characteristic that has emerged from several studies is firm size.  

 

Consideration for Firm Size 

 

 At the most noticeable level, firm size is a major indicator for a company’s 

capacity to partake in CSR initiatives. From the amount of funding that is available for 

projects and extensive ethical measures to the resources that a firm would have to offer, 
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smaller companies have a capital disadvantage. However, because of the highlighted 

variety of initiatives available, smaller firms are also able to demonstrate creativity and 

the strength of partnerships in order to create an equitable contribution to society in a way 

that stakeholders can approve and support. Studies have found a positive relationship 

between firm size and managerial earnings across all major industries, and this finding 

has remained constant since the early 1930s (Kostiuk, 1990).  

In addition to what has already been stated, it is also important to note that firm 

size also determines the level of responsibility that stakeholders believe a company 

should take. Those with more capital and resources are expected to carry a heavier 

emphasis on CSR, cutting deeper into the profit providing objective of CSR. 

Unfortunately, when it comes to CSR initiatives, companies can no longer focus solely 

on the economic domain. 

Firm size can also impact whether or not a company participates in CSR at all. It 

has been argued that due to the aforementioned “resource constraints and lower visibility, 

smaller firms are less likely to participate” in CSR (Udayasanker, 2008). To contrast, 

Udaysanker (2008) argues that regardless of these factors and of size, firms are equally 

motivated to participate in CSR. The motivation basis, however, tends to differ 

(economic vs. increased visibility). The findings of this study show that medium-sized 

firms are the least motivated, while small and large firms are more motivated. Medium 

sized firms seem to be less incentivized by increased recognition or visibility and better 

overall economic performance, but this does not suggest that these firms do not receive 

upside from CSR initiatives nor does it suggest they do not participate. Smaller firms 

seek increased visibility, and large firms will gain from better economic performance. 
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Even so, this does not suggest that one firm size performs CSR better than the other in 

regards to the percentage of value added vs. costs incurred despite the larger capabilities 

of multibillion dollar corporations. Therefore, it is important to be cautious of broadly 

categorizing firms into group sizes, and as stated, while firm size does significantly affect 

CSR participation and contribution capabilities, being a small firm does not completely 

bar a company from participating in CSR (Udaysanker, 2008). 

 

Defining Value and Success in Corporations 

 

 Ultimately, the goal of a business relates to profitability, but over time, as 

businesses grew into multibillion dollar corporations, these entities have taken on many 

more responsibilities outside of their core areas of service. As these firms take on these 

peripheral tasks, there are measures that must be put in place in order to assess the 

successes and shortcomings of these activities and to consider adjustments to a firm’s 

strategy.  

 Current literature has mixed findings regarding the value CSR adds or deducts 

from overall firm values. Many studies find that for large U.S. firms, better CSR scores 

are inversely correlated with the cost of equity. Investment in improving responsible 

employee relationships, environmental policies, and product strategies reduce firms’ cost 

of equity (Ghoul, 2011). In addition, those who operate in “sin” industries, or those that 

include alcohol, gambling, tobacco, and firearms, have increased costs of equity, thereby 

supporting arguments in existing literature that “firms with socially responsible practices 

have higher valuation and lower risk” (Ghoul, 2011).  
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 However, there are other findings that conclude that CSR activities contribute to 

the value of the firm only under certain conditions (Servaes, 2013). One example of a 

condition includes high customer awareness. Companies with high awareness as achieved 

through marketing have seen a positive correlation to CSR performance and firm value as 

found by scholars such as Ghoul. However, Servaes (2013) finds that for firms with poor 

awareness and poor prior reputation, CSR performance and value are inversely related 

due to concentrated focus on stakeholders other than the shareholders.   

 Due to the conflicting conclusions and lack of a universal measure for CSR 

success, this paper will assess case studies according to their performance on the 

sustainability metrics they internally set.   

 

CSR as a Metric for Executive Compensation 

 

 CSR and executive compensation have been thoroughly explored as separate 

entities for many decades, but recently, CSR based compensation has become 

increasingly popular. While there is some literature explaining the initial belief and 

strengthening behavior towards this trend, there is a gap regarding the overall 

effectiveness of utilizing this metric. 

 Looking back at the purpose of executive compensation, incentives are offered in 

order to retain talent while meeting the goals and values of not only the firm’s business 

but of the company’s stakeholders. As CSR becomes increasingly important in a more 

conscientious business environment, it is not hard to believe that CSR has become a 

factor of evaluation for company performance nor is it difficult to understand why 
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stakeholders are increasingly demanding better CSR scorecards. Reasons that have been 

outlined include the fact that investors are seeking evidence of good corporate 

governance through sound business strategy and effective management of risk, that 

customers are increasingly emphasizing value in sustainable and socially responsible 

production processes, that top quality talent demands working for companies that 

consider their responsibilities to society and the environment, and that governments and 

society are increasingly pressuring businesses to report on CSR and environmental 

performance. This paper seeks to evaluate the effectiveness including CSR initiatives as a 

metric in compensation packages in relation to a company’s CSR performance. 
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Case Study: Intel Corporation 

 

Company Background 

 

Intel Corporation is the world’s largest semiconductor chip maker in regards to 

revenue. This company primarily serves the computing and communications industries. 

Over the years, Intel began focusing on more than just the design and manufacturing of 

semiconductor chips for PCs and servers. The company now delivers complete 

computing solutions which includes hardware, software, and supporting services (Intel, 

n.d.).  

 

Figure 1: Intel Business Structure 
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Approach to Corporate Social Responsibility 

 

 Regarding corporate social responsibility, Intel believes that CSR creates value 

for both the company and its stakeholders by increasing effectiveness and benefiting the 

environment and society. Byproducts include lower risks, reduced costs, a protected 

brand value, and the ability to identify market opportunities. Specifically, Intel addresses 

challenges like climate change, access to education, and education quality. Energy 

efficiency leads to reduced emissions and energy costs. While Intel also invests in 

training, diversity, benefits programs, and education for employees in order to attract and 

retain a talented workforce in addition to other initiatives that fall under CSR, this study 

focuses primarily on the company’s efforts in environmental sustainability as it relates to 

their compensation plan (Intel, 2013). However, briefly examining Intel’s overall 

approach and image regarding CSR will create an understanding of the company’s 

motives in tying sustainability to executive compensation. 

 Intel approaches CSR by embedding responsibility within specific business 

groups rather than having one CSR team head all CSR efforts though it does utilize 

Cross-functional Management Review Committees with senior executives who manage 

the corporate responsibility and sustainability activities across the organization. 

Additionally, Intel has a Global Corporate Responsibility Office which acts as an internal 

advisor to business groups.  

 According to the company’s Corporate Social Responsibility Report, Intel focuses 

on six areas of sustainability: energy efficiency and climate change, workforce talent and 
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diversity, education transformation and the digital divide, water use, waste reduction and 

recycling, and human rights, labor standards and supply chain responsibility.    

 In order to identify the areas that will be incorporated into metrics such as 

compensation as well as establish annual goals in CSR, Intel performs a materiality 

analysis where it utilizes multiple primary sources in order to identify a spectrum of 

relevant issues. Intel then prioritizes these issues by using filters to establish a scale of 

significance, creating a list of the most material issues that are placed on a materiality 

matrix that identifies where the issue lies in importance for the stakeholders as well as its 

impact on the company’s business. After prioritization has been put in place, Intel 

embeds solutions in internal decision-making which are subject to both internal and 

external review. 
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Figure 2: Intel Areas of CSR 
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Figure 3: Intel's CSR Materiality Analysis 
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Some notable highlights include the fact that Intel was one of the first companies 

to have public goals related to conflict materials and the company manufactures conflict-

free microprocessors. Intel also has a Sustainability Action Grant Program which helps 

funds projects expected from executives and employees, giving them resources to achieve 

initiatives linked to their compensation plans. Intel’s overall safety performances is twice 

as good as the US semiconductor industry average, and the company is the largest 

voluntary purchaser of green power in the US according to the US Environmental 

Protection Agency. Intel also has a program to help improve supplier corporate 

responsibility through more stringent requirements related to compliance, performance, 

and transparency (Intel, 2013). 

 Due to these efforts, Intel has received several awards and recognitions as listed in 

their annual CSR report:  

 

Figure 4: Intel's CSR Awards & Recognition 
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Figure 5: Intel's Executive Compensation Distribution 

Executive Compensation Structure 

  

As with most large corporations, Intel operates on a pay for performance basis in 

the form of annual incentive cash plans and equity awards. The annual incentive cash 

plan is based on relative and absolute financial performances, company performance 

relative to operational goals, and individual performance. The equity awards are based on 

long-term interests of Intel’s stockholders and are based on both absolute and relative 

stockholder return. The sustainability metrics relevant to this study are identified under 

operational goals in the incentive cash plan. While Intel provides data regarding its basic 

compensation structure, data about the specific measurements and calculation 

justifications are held confidentially. Below are the distributions as provided by the latest 

proxy statement issued by Intel. 
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Figure 6: Intel CEO Compensation Distribution 

Figure7: Intel Annual Incentive Cash Calculation 

Figure 8: Intel Operational Goal Categories 
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 Specifically looking at the calculation of these goals, scoring ranges from 0% to 

125% based on the level of achievement, which is also confidential. The results are added 

together and divided by 100. The final operational score always falls between 0% and 

155%, and over the last five years, Intel has fallen between 90.1% and 103.1%, averaging 

at 96.8%. The scores are calculated by senior management with approval from the 

compensation committee. Regarding operational goal categories, each category is scored 

out of a 100 point system with emphasis on areas of higher significance. It is important to 

note that while Intel outperformed in the area of organizational health and environment 

leadership, this category was allocated the least amount of points. The specific goals 

within this category included teamwork and decision making, diversity, and waste 

recycling.   

 

Analysis 

 

From an absolute perspective, Intel has established itself as a steward of the 

environment and social responsibility. It has also made progress towards sustainability 

goals set for 2020. Intel intends to drive reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, energy 

use, water use, and waste generation while increasing recycling and product energy 

efficiency. The company did not list a quantitative look at these goals, but both water and 

solid waste generation have decreased according to the company’s annual report.  
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While there is much progress, Intel has also disclosed its shortcomings regarding 

sustainability. Chemical waste generation rose due to its complex manufacturing process 

and product design.  

Even so, since 2008, when Intel initiated the use of sustainability as a metric in 

compensation plans, there has been significant improvement in the reduction of 

greenhouse gas emissions. While it is expected that a company will reduce emissions 

regardless of the compensation metric as long as it has an emphasis on CSR, there is a 

large decrease from 2007 to 2008 when the metric was put in place as demonstrated by a 

chart pulled from Intel’s 2011 CSR report. Intel had set a goal to reduce the absolute 

global-warming gas footprint from Intel operations by 20% of the 2007 levels and by 

2011 had decreased it by more than 60%.  

Figure 9: Intel Chemical Waste Generation 
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While there may be many factors that play into Intel’s decrease in greenhouse gas 

emissions and other sustainability achievements, aside from the recession, the most 

notable difference between 2007 and 2008 in operational decisions was the establishment 

of the compensation metric in order to achieve this goal. This case study demonstrates 

that while it is effective to include sustainability metrics in executive compensation, it 

may not be enough to completely improve sustainability efforts. In fact, prior to these 

metrics, levels were already improving but not by nearly as much. Therefore, these 

metrics help accelerate the timeline and effectiveness of sustainability efforts, but the 

overall desire to be sustainable or socially responsible must stem from the organization’s 

core values or be demonstrated in the demands and values of its shareholders.  

Figure 10: Intel's Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
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Case Study: Xcel Energy 

Company Background 

 

Xcel Energy is a utilities provider that generates, purchases, transmits, distributes, 

and sells electricity in the US through its four subsidiaries: Northern States Power- 

Minnesota, Northern States Power – Wisconsin, Public Service Company of Colorado, 

and Southwestern Public Service Co. Xcel operates through Regulated Electric Utility, 

Regulated Natural Gas Utility, and All other segments.  Serving residential, commercial, 

and industrial customers along with public authorities, the company generates a variety of 

energy sources, is involved in the purchase, transportation, distribution, and sale of 

natural gas, is engaged in developing and leasing natural gas pipelines, and invests in 

rental housing projects (Xcel, 2013).  

 

Approach to Corporate Social Responsibility 

 

Being an energy company, Xcel’s facilities are under federal and state regulation 

who have jurisdiction over air emissions, water quality, wastewater discharges, solid 

wastes and hazardous substances. Regulation means anything from requiring permits and 

licenses to inspections and approvals.  

Even so, Xcel Energy voluntarily engages in renewable energy, energy efficiency, 

and plant improvement projects. In addition, the company reports its emissions through 

several different reporting programs (The Climate Registry, Carbon Disclosure Project, 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency) utilizing a methodology established by the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency. Xcel Energy’s approach to the environment is one the 
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balances costs with the environmental benefits while considering the interests of the 

communities that it operates in.  

Regarding renewable energy, Xcel is the number one provider of wind power and 

is comprised of about 20% clean energy overall. With intentions to increase its wind 

portfolio by about 40%, Xcel continues to make commitments to grow the use of other 

clean energy options such as solar power while also engaging in energy efficiency 

initiatives. Some of these initiatives have even led to clean energy partnerships with 

companies forming facilities like the Solar Technology Acceleration Center where 

companies can collaborate and test project such as better battery storage. Other areas that 

Xcel Energy report on include waste and water management. 

Xcel Energy Wind Growth (in Megawatts) 

Xcel manages these responsibilities with a management system that flows from 

the executive board on oversight to the training of new employees. Areas of management 

include risk analysis, policies and procedures, monitoring, and follow-ups on compliance 

gaps in addition to training and communication:  

Figure 11: Xcel Energy Wind Growth 
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Figure 12: Xcel Measures for Compliance  
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 In order to address and minimize violations, Xcel Energy conducts internal 

facility audits. In 2013 alone, the company conducted over 180 internal audits.  

 

Executive Compensation Structure 

 

Xcel Energy structures its executive compensation plans around three principles: 

performance-based (financial, operational, and stock price), equity-based, and market 

competitive. The company balances short and long term incentives with a committee that 

reviews performance annually.  

Long-term incentives are over a three year performance cycle and include 60% 

performance units, generally paid in stock and 40% performance shares which is 50% 

cash and 50% stock. The units are measured based on EPS growth as well as achieving 

environmental commitments while maintaining a competitive stock price whereas shares 

are based on total shareholder return relative to peers.  

  

Figure 13: Xcel Executive Compensation Distribution 
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The annual incentive portion makes up the short-term incentives which also 

include an environmental leadership component to it. Xcel Energy allocates weights over 

four core goals: operational excellence, value to the customer, employee safety and 

engagement, and environmental leadership. In 2013, environmental leadership focused on 

energy efficiency and held a weight of 20% which was comparable to other areas as 

shown:  

Figure 14: Xcel Corporate Goal Weightings 

 In 2013, Xcel outperformed in the environmental leadership objective, receiving a 

payout of 118%. Xcel does not disclose how it selects its key performance indicators 

(KPIs) per goal nor does it disclose how the target performance figures are calculated. 
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Analysis 

  

Xcel Energy is in a unique position because a lot of its sustainability and social 

responsibility initiatives are based on regulations and requirements by federal and state 

law. Even so, the company chooses to adopt measures that will compensate executives 

for exemplary performance in areas of environmental leadership. The chart below shows 

one example of how Xcel goes beyond regulations by not only demonstrating the 

decrease in carbon dioxide emissions from 2005 but also projecting goals for further 

reductions moving forward. These reductions are also growing in pace.  

Projected 31% CO2 Emission reduction by 2020 

 

Figure 15: Xcel Emission Reductions 
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 Xcel is an example of a company that has not only included a link between 

compensation and sustainability, but has made it an integral part of the plan, making up 

over 20% of the compensation metrics from an annual perspective and also another 

portion of the long-term incentives as well. By perpetuating the necessity of not only 

completing annual projects but sustaining them over at least three year cycles 

demonstrates a strong sustainability core.  

 

Case Study: The Hershey Company 

 

Company Background 

 

 The Hershey Company is a global confectionery company that provides 

chocolate, sweets, mints, beverages, and snacks. Operating in over 70 countries, the 

Hershey Company has leading brands such as Reese’s, Hershey’s Kisses, Jolly Rancher, 

and Ice breakers. The company breaks operations into two business units: the chocolate 

business unit and the sweets and refreshment business unit (Hershey, 2013).   

 

Approach to Corporate Social Responsibility 

 

 The Hershey Company provides several different reports that outline its actions 

within the CSR space. While the company publishes an overall CSR report, it also 

provides a sustainability report and shares information regarding several programs that it 
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heads or is a part of such as CocoaLink which serves to use affordable mobile technology 

to share practical agricultural and social information to rural cocoa farmers in West 

Africa.  

 In 2013, the company introduced a new CSR model that focused on three core 

areas: Good Business, Better Life, and Bright Future. Each area focuses on smaller 

groups of initiatives but all three complement one another in building ethical, strong 

financial performance and representing Hershey as a strong steward of the global 

community. Within Good Business, Hershey is committed to projects around the 

environment, workplace atmosphere, responsible sourcing, and integrity and governance. 

The company believes this leads to Better Life which revolves around global giving, 

community engagement, and volunteerism. Finally, the company focuses on creating 

opportunities through education and nutrition which fall under Bright Future (Hershey, 

2013).   

 Environmental sustainability is especially relevant to this company because 

chocolate production has long been an area of criticism regarding the unethical depletion 

of cocoa as well as other social, economic, and political factors that complicate sourcing 

raw materials for the company’s products. In 2012, Hershey announced its intention to 

source 100% of its cocoa from certified sustainable sources by 2020. In addition to 

CocoaLink, the company has invested in programs to ensure long-term global viability of 

the crop. Hershey is committed to reporting annually on its progress towards this goal. In 

2013, the company nearly doubled its target of utilizing 10% certified cocoa. The 

company also sources 100% of its palm oil through the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm 
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Oil (RSPO), which, if unsustainably produced, leads to deforestation and negative 

impacts on biodiversity soil health (Hershey, 2013). 

 Most of the company’s sustainability initiatives flows back through its supply 

chain and rests on how Hershey sources its products. In order to address sourcing on a 

macro level, Hershey created a Supplier Code of Conduct that outlines standards on how 

its supplier network operates. One of the guidelines includes that at a minimum, suppliers 

must comply with local environmental laws and regulations though Hershey encourages 

actions that conserves natural resources. In addition, Hershey launched its Environmental 

Management System (EMS) which created a framework to monitor environmental 

standards at three of its plants. Hershey also has 97% of its US production at zero-waste-

to-landfill facilities. These are only a few of Hershey’s initiatives. Progress as well as 

goals can be found in the chart below which was taken from the company’s 2013 

Corporate Social Responsibility Report:  
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Figure 16: Hershey's CSR Initiatives 

 

Executive Compensation Structure 

 

 While both Intel and Xcel incorporated CSR and sustainability in the 

compensation packages, Hershey does not. This provides a unique perspective in 

understanding how a company may by socially responsible even without utilizing 

resources to reward management for ensuring the success of these projects. Nevertheless, 
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it is useful to understand how Hershey sets up its compensation structure so there is a 

frame of reference when comparing Hershey with the previous case studies.’ 

 Hershey uses three key elements when determining the compensation package for 

its executives: base salary, annual incentive award, and long-term incentive awards. The 

base salary is a fixed component under annual review which serves to attract and retain 

highly skilled talent with good leadership abilities. The annual incentive award is a 

variable component that is based on both business results and individual performance. 

This award seeks to motivate and reward the execution of strategic priorities. Long-term 

Incentive Awards is also performance based and is split into performance stock units and 

stock options. Long-term incentives are primarily focused on stock price performance 

and is intended to motivated sustainable and positive long-term financial performance 

(Hershey, 2014). In 2014, the weights of each component were as follows:  

 

Figure 17: Hershey Executive Compensation Distribution 

 Some of the metrics used for long-term incentives in recent years include total 

shareholder return, three-year compounded annual growth rate in organic net sales 

outside the US and Canada, and adjusted earnings per share (diluted).  
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Analysis 

 

 While the Hershey Company focuses its executive compensation primarily on 

financial performance, it is clear that the company engages in many environmentally 

friendly and sustainable endeavors. Because of the complex nature of the chocolate 

industry, Hershey perhaps has a stake in its sustainable performance due to consumers’ 

increased desire to have conflict free products. Ultimately, this affects Hershey’s revenue 

stream which will impact its financial performance. In addition, if Hershey does not 

comply with environmental regulations, the costs that are incurred could significantly 

hurt the company due to fines and lawsuits, not to mention the tarnished image with not 

only consumers but also investors who would then view the company as risky.  

 Despite not utilizing sustainability metrics in its compensation package, the 

executives at Hershey are motivated to carry out these sustainability initiatives due to the 

value it brings to the company inherently. The company even gained many of the same 

awards as Intel, who does utilize these metrics such as being selected to the Dow Jones 

Sustainability World and North American Indices, identified by the Civic 50 survey as 

one of America’s most community-minded companies, and being named to Corporate 

Responsibility Magazine’s 100 Best corporate Citizens list (Hershey, 2013).  In addition 

to being selected for the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, Hershey was awarded the 

bronze medal for overall sustainability performance.  
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DISCUSSION 

 Upon analyzing the cases of Intel, Xcel Energy and Hershey, it can be concluded 

that CSR and sustainability are indeed impacted by the link to executive compensation. 

However, utilizing such metrics in executive compensation may not be the impetus or 

even the core motivation for improvement in these areas. For example, Intel utilizes a 

system where the company measures what priorities are important to both the company 

and the shareholders. Because sustainability is a core area of importance to both, even 

without the executive compensation piece, it is expected that there would be 

improvement and effort put into performing well in this area as demonstrated by the 

lowered emissions levels prior to the added metric in 2008. What the link to executive 

compensation does have is the speed at which performance increases or improves. In 

addition, from the Xcel Energy case, the company is already regulated for performance in 

these areas, so even without the metric, the company would incur high costs for 

violations or other implications for not meeting standards. Therefore, once again, it is 

expected that even without the link to executive compensation, Xcel would be 

contributing efforts in these areas. What these metrics provide for Xcel, then, is 

sustainability of long-term initiatives. By having both annual and long-term incentives, 

Xcel is able to maintain certain levels of performance in the areas of CSR and 

sustainability because long-term incentives are evaluated on a three year basis. Neither of 

these companies demonstrate an inability to excel in the areas of sustainability without 

the use of sustainability metrics in compensation. In fact, through the Hershey case study, 

it is evident that these metrics are not a prerequisite in order for a company to perform 

well in the area of CSR and sustainability.  
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 The findings from this study matched my original thoughts that the current use of 

sustainability metrics in executive compensation certainly does not hurt a company. In 

fact, there were positive results for the cases as well as from existing literature as 

documented. However, despite the positive results, current efforts and usage by 

companies are not scaled to be large enough to do anything more than speed up or sustain 

current efforts, marginally. If more emphasis was placed on these areas, the effects of 

these efforts may become greater norms in the industries these companies operate in.  

 While both Intel and Xcel can be considered internally successful because both 

improved their sustainability initiatives, it is also important to examine these companies 

comparatively. Externally, success does not necessarily have a universal measure as 

outlined in the literature review. However, one motive that was highlighted in pursuing 

CSR was recognition. Companies pursue these initiatives to improve their image in the 

eyes of society and their stakeholders. In this case, it would appear that either Hershey is 

the most successful due to its high placement on the Dow Jones Sustainability Index in 

comparison to its peers or that Intel is the most successful due to the number of rewards 

the company has received for its efforts in comparison to its case study counterparts. It 

must be noted that these companies operate in different industries and while Xcel may 

achieve similar milestones as its peers, the company has legal requirements to fulfill 

certain duties, which would not be recognized as going above and beyond in CSR.  

 In the above analysis there were several limitations that are out of this study’s 

scope. The most apparent limitation was confidentiality. Many of the details behind how 

the companies chose their metrics or the specific weights were not released to the public. 

Furthermore, looking at only three companies, the breadth of industries is not portrayed 
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in the study. There are also other factors that may impact a company’s performance in 

sustainability such as shifting consumer sentiments or heavier regulations that are not 

necessarily within the scope of this study to measure. A direct link between executive 

compensation and performance is not always clear nor is it exclusive, and it can often be 

difficult to separate what the impact of compensation was from a natural progression 

towards improvement in these areas.  

 Possible next steps and future analysis can include looking into other industries to 

compare the importance of sustainability in those industries and how specific companies 

perform in those areas to those that have been analyzed in this study. In addition, one can 

also examine other companies within the industries touched on here to compare 

performance relative to the level of importance standard to the industry. One can also 

analyze the costs of compensating for these metrics and compare the cost savings from 

performing more sustainably. 
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IMPLICATIONS 

 This study can help non-academics understand how the leaders of the business 

world are being compensated for their performance and to what degree that performance 

is currently tied to social responsibility in the area of sustainability. By understanding 

how these metrics influence the performance of a company, consumers can understand 

their own influences and power in shaping the values held and initiatives pursued by 

companies. For example, specifically for Intel, consumers would then understand that 

Intel takes a large part in determining its initiatives from sources that consumers have 

control over. By understanding how companies build out their plans, consumers 

understand their relevance. They can also push for greater transparency from 

understanding the limitations of the study. 

 This study can also help executives by illustrating the progress from three 

companies that have been recognized for their efforts and implement best practices from 

them. In addition, by understanding the impact that these compensation plans have on 

their respective companies, executives can evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of each 

and adjust their own. Understanding that the plans themselves can speed up progress but 

that companies also need a core value for sustainability is important for executives to 

understand when creating their own links to these metrics.  

 Regarding recommendations, companies should first evaluate what kind of 

emphasis or value their company has on sustainability to begin with. If the value is high, 

linking sustainability metrics to compensation is justified. If not, even if there were 

metrics in place, the motivation to sustain initiatives will only be short-term. Therefore, a 

company must re-examine how it can contribute as a socially responsible enterprise 

before applying metrics. Once this has been put in place, companies should slowly 
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increase the weight held for sustainability in order to not only speed up progress, but to 

highlight the importance of these initiatives as well as sustain the efforts long-term. These 

metrics should not be the only accountability measure for a company’s socially 

responsible behavior. Rather, it should enhance or support the company’s value for such 

behavior. If the company does not emphasize enough weight on sustainability in its 

compensation plan, perhaps it is better not to include them at all, as demonstrated in the 

Hershey case study.  
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CONCLUSION 

 Executive compensation plans come in many different forms and serve to 

emphasize many different areas of performance, but the ultimate purpose, regardless of 

industry, firm structure, or company size, is to incentivize upper level management to 

make decisions and perform in accordance with the interests of shareholders relating to 

impact on company strategy, decision-making, and value creation. In recent years, 

corporate social responsibility has become more prominent in the business world, 

especially when it comes to sustainability. Reasons regarding this emphasis include 

looking for good will and investors who are increasingly emphasizing their own values 

towards CSR. CSR performance only adds value to the company if it ultimately enhances 

profits. Therefore, one must understand the costs and consequences of not only acting 

socially responsible but including them in executive compensation metrics. 

 This study looked at the sustainability performances of Intel Corporation, Xcel 

Energy, and the Hershey Company and analyzed how they related their endeavors to their 

compensation packages, if at all. While both Intel and Xcel showed improvement and 

positive results from the use of these metrics in their compensation packages, neither of 

them demonstrated an inability to perform in a socially responsible manner without these 

metrics due to Intel’s customer value for sustainability and Xcel Energy’s regulation 

factors. Hershey proved to be successful without utilizing those metrics at all. 

Improvements from adding the compensation piece include the speed of sustainability 

measured activities as well as created long-term incentives to continue initiatives. While 

companies can improve their performance in CSR through the utilization of these 

metrics, the weight of the metrics are not currently high enough to severely impact 
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performance or outweigh companies whose management can recognize the value of CSR 

initiatives even without these metrics. Therefore, the success of sustainability initiatives 

for companies is currently rooted in executive motivation due to the intrinsic benefits that 

these initiatives add to the company’s image or value rather than compensation. 

Ultimately, a company must first identify its emphasis on CSR as an entity and 

implement those values throughout the organization utilizing executive compensation 

metrics only as an enhanced incentive to speed up, sustain, and effectively manage 

sustainability efforts.  
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